
 

Casino Apps Gross over $2.7 Billion in 

2014 

 

     The excitement, risk, and reward of gambling 

need not stop at the casino floor. The Facebook 

and   mobile gaming app myVegas lets players use      

virtual tokens to interact with virtual slot machines 

and blackjack tables in exchange for winning     

various prizes, all of which by law must not be tied 

to the casino’s 

gaming. Instead,  

rewards, such a 

vouchers for 

dining            

experiences and 

rooms are 

earned through accumulated winnings. Of course, 

when one runs out of tokens, they are free to pay 

for more. 

     Collectively, myVegas and other social gaming 

sites produce billions of dollars annually, and all 

without any floor space, cocktail waitresses, or oth-

er on-site amenities. However, to claim one’s prize, 

he or she must physically be present at the casino 

to redeem the reward.  

     Is it possible that slot machines will have the 

same draw other social games like Farmville once 

had? Only time will tell.  

 

Adapted from Stutz, H. (September 15, 2014). Social casino 

revenue headed above $2.7 billion. Las Vegas Review-

Journal.  

  

You Gotta Lose to Win 

 

     SLS Las Vegas (Seek. Live. Socialize) is housed 

in the former Sahara casino complex. In an effort 

to drum up more business form locals, SLS Las  

Vegas ran a promotional—consider it an              

experiment—in which locals who lost $100 or more 

in a single day could have that money refunded, 

with the caveat that the refunded monies are 

granted as free 

play dollars that 

must be used 

between the   

following      

Monday and 

Sunday before 

they expire.  

     Though no 

public data exist 

to verify the    

program’s     

success, the 

general          

approach opens 

up several areas of investigation. We should note, 

too, that loss refunds are not unusual in Las Vegas, 

as many high-rollers are given free-play money with 

the understanding that substantial gambling will 

continue after the free play is used. Such high-

roller systems are covered in Castleman’s Whale 

Hunt in the Desert.  
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Be sure to check gsig.squarespace.com 

frequently for up-to-date member bene-

fits, links, and upcoming events! 

http://www.gsig.squarespace.com
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Company Profile: Gamblit Gaming 

 

     Founded in 2010, Gamblit Gaming works to set 

itself apart from other gaming companies by       

targeting the one market 

most have failed to capture: 

young adults. Based on   

market research, it has been 

found that young adults    

frequent casinos for      

nightlife, dining, and leisure, 

but not for gambling—at 

least not as their older adult 

counterparts do. In an effort 

to correct for the loss of this large market, Gamblit 

Gaming offers social gaming-based gambling     

opportunities based on popular mobile games.  

     Gamblit Gaming has three games to choose 

from as of today, and each is available on mobile 

devices and in kiosks in some casinos. Based on 

location, the games can be played for virtual coins 

or for real cash, redeemable as one would with any 

other casino game. Players wager against the 

house, and unlike many other video game-based 

gambling options, the games incorporate skill into 

the equation. Let’s look closer at two of Gamblit 

Gaming’s games for a closer look. 

 

Lucky Words 

     Based on the popular game, Words With 

Friends, Lucky Words is a Scrabble-like game in 

which players wager on their ability to outperform 

the house (in this case, the CPU). Players choose 

the difficulty level and proceed to take turns 

spelling the largest (or most valuable) words they 

can. Players can purchase additional features for 

improved odds of winning, such as score           

multipliers, and have the opportunity to win        

additional points and casino-related rewards      

between turns. While luck is involved, notably in 

what letters are supplied, the ability to identify and 

strategically place words on the board may be 

more relevant to winning than any row of tiles 

might be. 

Police Pooches vs. Zombie Cats 

     Similar to the popular Angry Birds by Rovio,    

Police Pooches vs. Zombie Cats replaces birds with 

dogs and pigs with zombie cats. While the physics 

don’t appear to be as polished as those used in 

Rovio’s game, PPvZC should be familiar enough to 

players to entice some fast-paced skill-based    

gambling.  

     Within each round the player wins by flinging the 

police pooch toward the zombie cats in an effort to 

destroy each cat on the screen. Doing so in fewer 

moves earns larger payments, and these winnings 

can be met with bonuses post-round based on   

performance. 

 

     As the gaming industry works to recover the lost 

market share that is the young adult, we 

can undoubtedly expect to see more  

companies like Gamblit Gaming crop up 

in the coming years.  

 

Gambling Gaming can be found at: 

https://gamblitgaming.com 

 

https://gamblitgaming.com/
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Atari Offers Social Gaming Site 

 

     Atari has launched Atari Jackpots, a casino-

based social gaming site with plans to move even-

tually to a for-profit 

online casino. We at 

TQH sat down to 

play a few spins and 

see what the experi-

ence was like. While 

Atari Jackpots offers 

several casino games, we put our time into their 

slot machines 

 

User Interface 

     Atari Jackpots offers a host of classic Atari 

games as the basis for various slot setups. We 

played Asteroids to get a feel for the game setup. 

Atari Jackpots incorporates features not often seen 

in regular casino-based slots, such as charms that 

add bonuses for a limited time. Like many social 

slot games, players tend to win big and win often, 

though features such as bonus rounds were rare 

enough to hold one’s interest.  

     Games feature additional aspects like a leveling 

system that allows players to gain access to more 

games and higher betting schedules. With all the 

sights and sounds of real slot action, it’s likely that 

Atari Jackpots will appeal to many social gaming 

enthusiasts. 

 

Social Aspects 

     Atari Jackpots allows players to create and at-

tend parties in which you can play with friends 

across the Internet or with other players from 

around the world. Of course, players who pay for 

advanced options like additional charms can host 

and access VIP Charm Parties.  

     The site also features social arenas like a pool 

filled with toy balls, a dance club, and a virtual ho-

tel in which you earn better rooms for performing 

well. Each room can be decorated and you can in-

vite friends over to see what you’ve done. While in 

the social clubs, players can earn admiration by 

purchasing charms for everyone in the room, 

 

Psychological Aspects 

     The whole Atari Jackpots casino seems de-

signed around the idea of investment. Players level 

up and earn new games and bet-

ting levels. Better rooms are deco-

rated and become yours and yours 

alone. Your charms are 

subject to change by us-

ing them in play more of-

ten, and charms can be 

upgraded through real 

purchases (as opposed to 

free game-based coin 

purchases).  
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In Brief: 

 

      

 

  

 

 

    The G-SIG has been organizing a multiSIG    sym-

posium for the ABAI convention in San Antonio. 

Speakers include Benjamin Witts and Manish 

Vaidya (EAHB SIG), Darrell Christensen (Clinical 

SIG), and Mack Costello and Wayne Fuqua (Ethics 

SIG). This marks the first multi-SIG symposium at 

ABAI, and the Executive Council is hoping to make 

this a regular feature! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Members interested in disseminating their re-

search should apply for the NCRG’s travel grants to 

go to ABAI and other conferences (http://

www.ncrg.org/research-center/apply-ncrg-funding). 

 

     This year has been productive for behavior anal-

ysis and gambling. While waiting for winter issue of 

Analysis of Gambling Behavior or for this year’s vol-

ume to come online, there are some gambling arti-

cles in press in some prominent behavioral jour-

nals: 

  

 In the early view section of the Journal of 

 the Experimental Analysis of Behavior there 

 are several risky behavior articles as well as 

 “The attraction of gambling” (Rachlin, in 

 press; doi: 10.1002/jeab.113). 

  

 In the early view section of the Journal of 

 Applied Behavior Analysis there is a system

 atic replication of gambling contextual con

 trol experiments, but with roulette (Whiting 

 & Dixon, in press; doi: 10.1002/jaba.182). 

  

 In the section of The Psychological Record 

 with articles not yet assigned to an issue 

 there are articles on a detailed analysis of 

 the near miss effect (Witts, Ghezzi, Morgan, 

 in press; DOI 10.1007/s40732-014-0095-

 y) and on rule governance in slot machine 

 players (Wilson & Dixon, in press; DOI 

 10.1007/s40732-014-0070-7). 

  

 In addition, the December issue of Journal 

 of Gambling Studies includes interesting 

 articles for researchers, including a meta 

 analysis of disordered gambling among col

 lege students (Nowak & Aloe, 2014; 

 doi:  10.1007/s10899-013-9399-0). The 

 2014 volume of Journal of Gambling Issues 

 includes many interesting articles, as well, 

 including a study on the GFA-R (Weatherly, 

 Aoyama, Terrell, Berry, 2014; doi: 10.4309/

 jgi.2014.29.4).  

 

 
 

 

 

Want to contribute to TQH? 

Contact the editor at  

benjamin.witts@gmail.com 
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